A potential forfeit was averted when the MIT Rugby Club's bus, heading for a match in Schenectady, happened to pass by. Realizing the plight of the cross-country squad, the Rugby bus stopped and courteously transported them to RPI.

Captain Al Carlson '74 celebrated his birthday by crossing the finish line 40 seconds ahead of the rest of the field. Frank Walworth '76 and Jeff Burman '76 also came through with strong performances, finishing third and fourth respectively. Courtney McCracken '76 took sixth and Jim Adams '77 rounded out the scoring by finishing ninth. This meet foreshadows a strong future for distance running at MIT since four of the top five runners were freshmen or sophomores.

Despite arriving only five minutes before the race, the Engineer JV managed a split. The final JV score was WPI 31, MIT 39, and RPI 57.